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“ With the introduction of the cloud-based option intelligence2day, 
Comintelli has significantly changed the game. This product does 
a remarkable job of incorporating the key strengths of the product 
with an “out of the box” solution that requires a much shorter start-up 
time...”





ABOUT FREE PINT 

FreePint raises the value of information in the enterprise, by publishing articles, reports and resources that 
support information sources, information technology and information value.

A FreePint Subscription provides customers with full access to everything we publish. Customers can share 
individual articles and reports with anyone at their organisations as part of the terms and conditions of their 
license. Some license levels also enable customers to place materials on their intranets.

To learn more about FreePint, visit http://www.freepint.com/

OBS! This report is an excerpt of the report “Product Review of Comintelli Knowledge XChanger” 
which includes a review of intelligence2day®. Removed content has been marked by […] For the full 
review of Knowledge XChanger”, please email marketing@comintelli.com 

INTRODUCTION

In April 2014, the company [Comintelli] launched a cloud-based version of their product [Knowledge 
XChanger™], called intelligence2day®. This Software as a Service (SaaS), although not as customisable as 
Knowledge XChanger™, operates on the same workflow. The product allows users to define a monitoring 
map with taxonomy and sources, retrieve RSS feeds, publish their own files, analyse content, and create 
reports, newsletters and email alerts. […]

AUDIENCE

[…] The intended audience for intelligence2day® is competitive intelligence groups of 1-10 persons, and 
small consultancies or research firms. [...]

CONTENT SOURCES 

The cloud-based service, intelligence2day®, is an “off the shelf” service which doesn’t handle the full spec-
trum of resource types supported by Knowledge XChanger™.
External information is populated by RSS feeds, which can be drawn from blogs, websites, Twitter, Google 
Alerts and other news sources.

Users can upload their own content to be indexed and made searchable, in formats including MS Word, MS 
PowerPoint, PDFs and images. 



In this version of the product, the following top level taxonomies are offered and the user decides which 
subtopics (i.e. which companies, products, etc.) to monitor. There is no limit to number of subtopics.

• Companies
• Countries
• Products
• Topics
• Sources

Go to: Admin > Manage Taxonomy.

Click on the topic (e.g Subjects) you would like to add a subtopic to and click <Next>.

Add a subtopic (to Subjects): Type a name (e.g Development) and click <Save>.

The subtopic is added to the list of subtopics.

In order to add a further subtopic, just click on the subtopics name and proceed as above.



TOPIC MAP & ADMINISTRATION 

The process of setting up the Topic Map is essentially the same as for Knowledge XChanger™. The administrator 
at the customer site can also add sources (RSS Feeds), add subcategories to the predefined categories (top-
ics), define rules for the automatic classification of articles into sub categories and flag articles to be included in 
SWOT analysis reports. He or she can also perform content validation, by marking articles for editing or deletion. 
[…]

intelligence2day® offers a Topic Map with pre-determined top level topics, but the subtopics for each topic 
are fully customised for each customer. Though content feeds are limited to RSS sources only, the general 
availability of RSS feeds from blogs, websites, alerts and other sources makes this a very viable approach 
for an entry level solution.[…]

FREEPINT’S VIEW: SOURCES

[...] While content from subscription service comes with indexing already available, the content being 
sourced from blogs, websites, internal documents and Twitter feeds will benefit greatly from Comintelli’s 
ingestion and automatic classification process. 

[...] intelligence2day® offers a Topic Map with pre-determined top level topics, but the subtopics for each 
topic are fully customised for each customer. Though content feeds are limited to RSS sources only, the 
general availability of RSS feeds from blogs, websites, alerts and other sources makes this a very viable 
approach for an entry level solution.

INTERFACE

The intelligence2day® interface is “off the shelf” and provides a standardised subset of the full functionality 
with customisation available primarily for content and taxonomy.[…]
The user interface design for [both} Comintelli products presents users with a dashboard which presents 

No restriction or bias in customer content 
choice and ability to change sources as needed

Wide range of content formats supported

Robust administration tools and support

Customer must handle own licensing 
and copyright management for external 
sources



the most relevant competitive information articles and reports, and search options for discovery-specific 
information. Graphical displays which highlight competitor or market trends are a key part of the interface.

[…] The new intelligence2day® service is a web-based service with all features and content managed in the 
cloud. It offers a simple, clean interface with a single user dashboard which can be used for the workflows 
related to content management, search, report creation and analysis. 

The main page is a dashboard which shows the most current articles that have entered the system. If graph-
ics are included in these articles, these are displayed as thumbnails on the list of current articles. The top 
level terms of the taxonomy are readily available, displayed as tabs at top of the interface, so that the user 
can filter by Company, Country, Subjects (i.e. the customer’s own topics) or Products. In this example, the 
user has selected the Company filter, and then selected Porche to display the articles about that company. 

The interface offers tabs for searching, publishing, accessing saved items (in MyLibrary) and performing 
administrative activities. […]

SEARCH

The Apache SOLR open source search engine is central to core product functionality. SOLR enables the 
content classification process (described in more detail in other sections on this report) and allows users 
to filter search results by type and by topics. […] Generally, free text search is similar on intelligence2day® 
[compared to Knowledge XChanger™].The filters are readily accessible, shown as tabs on the main dash-
board and the user can drill down using subtopics. Search in intelligence2day® is simpler than in Knowledge 
XChanger™ and only allows drill down filtering (i.e. only AND searches, not OR searches), but free text 
search can be combined with a topic filter in the search interface.

The advanced search form with drop-downs is the same as the core product.



OUTPUTS

[…]The output options for articles found in intelligence2day® are slightly more limited than Knowledge 
XChanger™, with the ability share by email, print, export to Word or save to “MyLibrary”. A link to the website 
hosting the source document is embedded in the article.

Unlike Knowledge XChanger™, there is no mechanism for users to select more than one article from a 
results list to save. However, the options to share via email or save to MyLibrary are available for articles 
directly from the results list. Similar to Knowledge XChanger™, each user can create alerts for any search 
they have created, which are delivered at the desired frequency via email. […]

ANALYSIS  & PUBLISHING

[…] Using the Publish tab, users can create reports for distribution to clients or 
others in the organisation. The template takes the user through the sections of 
writing the report with a full-featured editing tool, adding attachments as links, 
assigning topics, archived and then published to specified recipients. [...] The 
publishing function for creating reports is the same template as used in Knowl-
edge XChanger™. Users can assemble reports for their own use and either 
save them in their own MyLibrary, publish them for access by others, or email 
them to others. A designated administrator can create analytic graphics such 
as trend lines and Signal Spotters.



TECHNICAL REQUIREMENT

This product is a very different model [from Knowledge XChanger™], offering a service in which both customer’s 
software application and their content is hosted. This eliminates the need for either in-house or outsourced IT 
support and accelerates the start-up time.

FREE PINT’S VIEW: TECHNOLOGY

[…] Perhaps most significantly, intelligence2day® does a great job of providing powerful workflow tools in a 
very easy-to-use environment. The display is cleaner and easier to navigate than Knowledge XChanger™, 
although this is in part because it has to handle less functionality. […]

PRODUCT MATURITY & DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

[…] While intelligence2day® is very new, it is built on the same technology platform [as Knowledge XChanger™}, 
and it benefits from the years of development already invested in the core product. Comintelli now offers the 
market two very different options, with different value propositions. […]

Features Knowledge XChanger™ intelligence2day®

Content Third party feeds from multiple vendors 
and formats, RSS feeds; internal content 
sources, including MS Office docs, PDF, 
email and contacts, AV formats, scanned 
documents etc.

Internal and external RSS feeds; internal 
documents such as MS Word & Power-
Point and PDF can be uploaded by user.

Interface Highly configurable, customised graphics, 
layouts, colours, widgets etc. 

Standard interface; customised by cus-
tomer’s taxonomy and content

Integration Can be integrated with other internal 
systems such as SharePoint, or operate 
a standalone system.

Accessible via web browser

Taxonomy Customised taxonomy Customised taxonomy

Classification Sophisticated user-defined algorithms Sophisticated user-defined algorithms

Implementation 3-4 months 1 week

Technology Requires server installation and support 
which can be outsourced

Cloud-based service requires minimal 
in-house support

Support Sophisticated training process to take 
advantage of all features

Off the shelf version with easy start-up

PRICING 
The price for intelligence2day® is S80/user/month, no maintenance or service fee[…]

FREE PINT’S VIEW: VALUE

[…] With the introduction of the cloud-based option, intelligence2day®, Comintelli has significantly changed 
the game. This product does a remarkable job of incorporating the key strengths of the product with an 
“out of the box” solution that requires a much shorter start-up time. Even for large organisations who might 
ultimately need the more comprehensive capabilities of Knowledge XChanger™, intelligence2day® offers a 
low risk, inexpensive way to get started implementing a competitive intelligence solution.



ABOUT THE REVIEWER

Libby Trudell is a consultant specialising in communications, product development and strategic planning 
for information professionals and the information industry. Her management experience spans roles with 
ProQuest, Thomson Reuters, Knight Ridder and Dialog Information Services.

She directed Dialog’s Quantum2 leadership development programme, and is an author on topics including 
communicating the value of information services and building customer loyalty. She is active in SLA, hav-
ing served on the SLA Board and as chair of the Information Technology Division. She has a BA from Tufts 
University and MLIS from Simmons. 

Contact at: ltrudell@netbox.com

For more information about intelligence2day®, please visit www.intelligence2day.com or email contact@
comintelli.com. 


